Break-Apart PIXY®

Anthropomorphic Training/Teaching Phantom

Model RS-103 ........ Opaque, contains fill ports for the stomach, gall bladder, urinary bladder, right and left kidneys, rectum and sigmoid flexor. A permanent storage case is included.

Model RS-103T ...... Same as Model RS-103, but transparent.

Model RS-104 ........ Opaque, no fill ports, contains stomach, gall bladder, urinary bladder, right and left kidneys, rectum and sigmoid flexor. A permanent storage case is included.

Model RS-104T ...... Same as Model RS-104, but transparent.

Model RS-105 ........ Opaque, no organs, no fill ports, includes a permanent storage case.

Model RS-105T ...... Same as Model RS-105, but transparent.

All models include a permanent storage case.

PIXY is a registered trademark of Radiology Support Devices, Inc.